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A GAP TAUBERIAN THEOREM

FOR GENERALISED ABSOLUTE ABEL SUMMABILITY

K. SARVOTHAMAN

Abstract. A gap Tauberian theorem for generalised absolute Abel summability | A„ |

is proved using Mel'nik's theorem on convolution transforms.

1. Introduction. The well-known gap Tauberian theorem for Abel summability

(A0) = (A) is a special case of the high indices theorem of Hardy and Littlewood

[2, Theorem 114], The gap Tauberian theorem for (Aa) summability has been proved

by Krishnan [3], Zygmund [5] has proved that \A, A„| summability implies absolute

convergence when (\n) satisfies the high indices condition \n+x/\n> c> I, and

Mel'nik [4] had deduced the same result as a corollary of his general theorem, which

is stated here as Lemma 1. The gap Tauberian theorem for absolute Abel summabil-

ity |/10| = |/11 is a special case of Zygmund's result when we take (À„) as a sequence

of integers. The purpose of this note is to show that the gap Tauberian theorem for

absolute Aa summability \Aa | can be deduced from Mel'nik's theorem.

2. Definitions and notations. Let a > -1. For a given series 2"=0 o„, write

(0<x< 1),

(0<x< 1),

(0<x< I).

We assume that the series defining a(x) and A(x) converge for 0 < x < 1. 2a„ is

summable (Aa) to A if

f(x) = (I — x)a    A(x) — A    asx^l-,
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A„= 2 a,       (n»0),
r = 0

¿(y) = 1 am
n «>'

!<*)=    2   «„(«)*"
n=0

A(x)=  ÏAn("+aa)x
H=0

f(x) = (l-x)a+]A(x)
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and absolutely A„ summable to A (\Aa\ summable to A) if

/  \-r-f(x) dx < oo
J0 \dxjy

and

f(x) = (1 -x)a+]A(x) ^A    asx-1-.

Abel summability and absolute Abel summability are, respectively, A0 and \A0\

summability methods.

We say, following Mel'nik, that the function s(v) belongs to the class | F0| if (i)

s(v) is of bounded variation in every finite interval; (ii) there exist constants p, 8 and

a function 6(v), depending only on v, such that 0 < p, 8 *s 1, and the inequality

Re{e,9ds(u)} >¡i\ds(u)\

is satisfied for all u in [v — 8, v + 8].

3. Theorem and lemmas. The main result is

Theorem. //2a„ is summable \Aa\ and satisfies a gap condition

(G) an = 0 for « =£ nk, where (nk) is a sequence of positive integers such that

no >0- "k + \/nk > c> I for all k = 0,1,2,...,

then ~Zan converges absolutely.

We first prove some preliminary lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let the kernel k(u) of the integral transform

/OO
k(v-u)ds(u)

-oc

be Borel measurable,

(2) f sup     |*(m)|<oo,

and its Fourier transform

(3) K(t)= Ce-"'k(u)du^0

for t E E = (-oo, oo). Also assume s(u) belongs to the class \ T0 \ and

(4) fV+\ds(u)\^ Mforv E E.

Then we can find a constant C depending only on 8, p and k(u) such that

(5) r\ds(v)\^cfX\g(v)\dv.
-oc -oc

This is contained in Mel'nik's theorem. [4, Theorem 1].

Lemma 2. // 2a„ is summable \Aa\ and satisfies the gap condition (G), then

(6) f\f'(x)\dx=r\gx(v)\dv,
J0 •'-co
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where

(7)

(8)

(9)    kx(v,u)

/OC
kx(v, u)ds(u),

s(u) = A(e"),

{1 - exp(e-t:)}°e-';exp{-e"~t:}r(a + e"+ 1)

r(l + a)T(e")

k(v — u)

and

(10) k(t) = exp{- (a + l)i - e"}/Y(a + 1).

Proof. First we find an expression for/'(x) in terms of an.

X. X

n + a

for u5*0,

for u<0.

f'(x) = -(« + l)(l - x)a 2 (" J a)A„x" + (l- x)a+l 2 (" « a)A„nx"
tt-Q /| = ()

OC OC .

= (i--r(«+i)-2(n:aK^+(i-x)2(^"Kx«-
.     n = 0 «=1

= (1-*)•(«+!)[- 2 ("J«)4.x-
.   n=0

(1=1 n = 1

=0 -*n«+i) i W("«a)+(«-í)}+^.(,I+i+a)k
H = 0

= 0-*)"(«+ i)f (" + „ + a)<w"
H —0

n=i

= (i-x)>+i)/"^ + a + 1)^-'¿T(^)
•/,    F(>-)r(a + 2)

•'i   r(^)r(a + i)

Substituting x = exp{-e "}, 7 = e", we obtain

r« {1 -exp(-e-t)}"r(a + e"+ 1)  exp(-e"-v)
f'(x) = F(v) = f

Hence,

T(l +a)T(e")

dx

exp(-i> °)
dA(eu).

Jo\f'(x)\dx=fjF(v)\^dv=fjg](v)\dv,
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where

g,(o) = F(v)
dx

dv

Jn rilare" exv-e~ü)     ^        ' y     >T(l + a)T(e") exp(-e~v)

+ f° k(v-u)dA(e"),

because aQ = 0 under the assumption of the gap condition (G), and hence A(e") = 0

for u < 0. Here /<(f ) is given by (10). Hence,

Ç\f'(x)\dx= fXki(v,u)ds(u),
Jn J-~a-

-1

'0

where s(u) and k¡(v, u) are given by (8) and (9).    D

Mel'nik [4, p. 834] has observed that his theorem can be applied to functions gx(v)

which are expressible as

/oc
kx(v,u)ds(u),

where k^v.u) is not of the canonical form k(v — u) as in (1) but can be

"approximated" to a canonical form in a certain sense. The context of Lemma 3

below is that the kernel kx(v, u) appearing in (7) can be approximated in this sense.

In the proof of the Theorem in §4 we incorporate the details as to how this

approximation is useful.

Lemma 3. If k(t) and kx(v, u) are the kernels of Lemma 2 given by (10) and (9),

respectively, and   I < a < 0, then

x ,oc

(11) 2        max      /    \kt(v, u) — k(v — u)\dv = L < oo.

Proof. For u < 0, kt(v, u) — k(v — u) and therefore it suffices to prove

2       max      /    \kx(v, u) — k(v — u)\dv = L< co.
n = Q    (!««<«+ I    '-oo

Let u > 0. Then

kx(v,u)-k(v-u)={]- exp(-e-)}V- exp(-e-)r(a + g- + 1)

1V     '     K      ' r(i+«)r(e")

exp{(a + 1)(m- v) - e"'*}

T(l +a)

_ (1 -x)a(loèx-x)xvT(a+y+ 1)      /,+ '(logjt-')''+V

r(i + «)iv» r(i+«)

(where ^ — eu, x — exp{-e-1}, y 3= 1)

(1 - x)aT(a+y+ 1)      (logx-x)"ya+x
(12) =JC'(lo87

r(v)r(i + a) r(i+a)
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Now

T(a +y+ l)/T(y) = ya+x + 0(ya) uniformly iny ^ 1.

Also

log x ~ ' = ( 1 — x) + 0(l — x)  uniformly in 8 < x < 1

and, since a < 0, it follows that

(logx-')a = (l -x)a + 0(l -x)"+i

uniformly in 0 < jc < 1. It follows that, uniformly iny > 1, 0 < x < 1, (12) is

x>logx-x{o(y°(l - x)a) + 0{ya+x(l - x)a+')}.

Hence, uniformly iny > 1, we have

" dxf   \kx(v,u) - k(v - u)\dv = 0\ya f xv'\l - x)a
J-x 1       ■'O

+ olya+xfx>-x(l -x)a+Xdx\

= 0(\/y) = 0(e-u).

The lemma follows.

4. Proof of the Theorem. By Theorems 2 and 5 of [1], summability \AX\ implies

\A \ for À > ju > -1. Hence it suffices to prove the theorem for -1 < a < 0. Define

(13) g(v) = Ck(v - u) ds(u)
•'-oc

and apply Lemma 1 to g(v). It has the canonical form (1). (2) can be easily verified.

The Fourier transform of k(x) is

K(t) = T(a + 1 + it)/T(a + 1) # 0

for any t, hence (3) is satisfied. If (G) is satisfied, and if 8 > 0 is sufficiently small, it

follows that for any v the interval [v — 8, v + 8] contains not more than one point

at which the function s(u) = A(e") has a jump. Hence we see that s(u) belongs to

the class | T0\ wherep = 1, 8 depends only on c. Since \Aa\ summability implies (Aa)

summability and the gap Tauberian theorem is true for (Aa) summability (vide [3]),

2a„ is convergent and hence follows the boundedness of the terms of 2an. In view of

(G), (4) now follows. (2) and (4) show that the integral ( 13) is absolutely convergent.

All the requirements of Lemma 1 are satisfied and hence by the conclusion of the

same lemma, we obtain

(14) 2\<t„\<cf°\g(v)\dv.
n = 0 -<»

Now

/0C yOC |.0C
\g(v)\dv<       \g(v)-gx(v)\dv+       |g,(o)|<fo,

-aa J-x '-^
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where g,(u) is given by (7). Then, substituting for g(v) and gx(v) and applying

Lemma 2, we get

/OO |-OC /.OO f i\g(v)\dv<       dv       \k](v,u)-k(v-u)\\ds(u)\+     \f'(x)\dx
-oo •'-oo      •'-oo •'0

/OC /.OO r\
\ds(u)\\    \kx(v,u) - k(v- u)\dv+     \f'(x)\dx

-oo •'-oo J0

<   2    r+'|ûb(«)l    max     PlM^ ") ~k(v -u)\dv+ ¡\f'(x) | dx
„ = -œJn n<u<n+l   •'-oc •'()

oc ^

<M   2        max     /"   I Ar,( t>, «) - it(t> - u)\dv + f \f'(x)\dx

(since (4) is satisfied)

= ML+ C\f'(x)\dx    (by Lemma 3)
•'o

(15)  =C'+ fl\f'(x)\dx.

From (14) and (15), we obtain

2 K,l<c
d=0

C' + f\f'(x)\dx = C. + c f\f'(x)\
•'n

dx <

The theorem is proved.
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